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The stakes are much higher this time, but Aussies are hoping that a planned trucker
blockade that is beginning Monday, August 30th, demanding “a guarantee from federal and
state governments that there will be no mandated vaccine, and that no person, company or
business can force anyone to get a vaccine to work, or go about their daily life in general,”
will be as successful as the 1979 Truckie Blockade where truckers demanded an end to high
road taxes.
First published in The Sun-Herald on April 8, 1979:
Truckies blockading Sydney and other major cities last night said they would “stay put”
– despite State Government plans to drop road maintenance taxes from July 1.
From Razorback Mountain outside Sydney, spokesman for the blockading truckies Ted
Stevens said the blockades would continue until all drivers’ demands were met.
This could mean that Sydney will face serious food shortages this week. Industries could
be brought to a standstill as tens of thousands of workers are stood down.
Supermarkets warned that fresh fruit and vegetables are likely to be in scarce supply
and that many stores might have to start closing down by the middle of the week.
The ‘revolutionary truckies” of Razorback Mountain are expecting crowds of sightseers
to drift into their makeshift camp today.
Some of the visitors, they hope, will take food and money, which the blockading truckdrivers need.
But most will go to gape at the massive rigs blocking the Hume Highway, and to gaze at
the blue singlet and T-shirt brigade who have sparked the spontaneous and spectacular
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grievance protest which now threatens to strangle the nation.
And what a sight it is.
A jumble of Kenworths, Mercedes, Macks, Whites, Scanias, Louisville Fords and other
Kings of the Road litter the highway. The trucks and the goods they contain are worth
more than $75 million.
No alcohol
Having seized a vulnerable part of Australia’s busiest highway, the truckies are acting
with near-puritanical restraint.
Alcohol is forbidden in the camp, by common agreement, so their cause will not he
tarnished by misbehaviour.
You see tough men, bursting with muscles and broad bellies, licking ice creams and
drinking cans of soft drink to combat the sweltering heat.
Volunteers wander around picking up scraps of rubbish so that the site — with its maze
of bullbars, towering prime movers and disembodied trailers — is unusually clean.
The police, hovering on the outskirts, are treated with respect. It is they who will be
forced to act if the Government decides on harsh measures. And it is their blood, if any,
which will he spilled if such orders are given.
Although the occupancy is gentle, the mood is tough and implacable. “If they tried to
move the trucks, they wouldn’t be able to get near us,” one driver told me. “There’d be
a hundred blokes down on top of them.”
In the end, the government backed down and met all the truckers’ demands. They became
a legend in Australia for standing up against the government, and songs were even
composed about them.
Many truck drivers have gone on social media to talk about the blockade to take back
Australia from medical tyranny over COVID and mandatory COVID vaccines that are about to
be launched as this article is being published.
A video report I put together last week has already been viewed by over a quarter of a
million people on the Health Impact News network.
Earlier today popular truckie Tony Fulton, co-creator of trucking app Truckwiz and the
Facebook page Tones Truckin’ Stories, also made a statement, announcing that he was
joining the protest.
And apparently it is not only truckers who will be joining the protest. Police oﬃcers, doctors,
politicians and “high ranking barristers” are reportedly going to join as well.
*
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